Hunting and Wilderness Skills School
Hunting in remote mountainous terrain
is completely different than going on a
summer backpacking trip. You are off
trail and navigating country that is very
remote. Why do guided hunters harvest elk 5 times more often than nonguided hunters in the back country.
How do the 20% of the hunters that
harvest 80% of the elk get their elk
every year. Local knowledge is important but there is much more.
Reading books and watching hunting
shows is no substitute for being in elk
country.
If you are not part of the 20% Storm
Creek Outfitters has designed a very
hands on program that will allow you to
gain the knowledge and experience to
be safe and effective in the back country and hunt like a pro your next time
out.
This school was designed especially to
make non-guided hunters more successful, increase their competency and provide them confidence and security in
the back country.

We are responsible for the food, lodging, all the equipment and have over 40
years of backcountry experience and
stories. This class is both fun and educational. Great for students to seniors who want to learn to enjoy the
back country.
Our six day course will cover the following skills and more:
Orienteering / Woodsmanship

Marksmanship



Compass, True N, Magnetic N



Shooting Fundamentals



Map Reading



Rifle Selection



Orienteering, navigating off trail



Bullet Selection



GPS, Smart Phones and APPS



Ballistics



Wilderness skills ethics and



Hunting optics / equipment

minimum impact



Shooting Positions



Finding elk country on a map



Shot Selections



Woodsmanship & Survival Skills



Day pack; what the pros carry

Intro to Long Range Shooting


Rifles and Equipment

How to Harvest an Elk



Shooting Positons



Scouting for elk



Ballistic effects and calculators



Reading game sign



Wind meters and accessories



Tracking Game



Ethics



Elk Calling and what to do when



Skinning, capping and trophy care

Class is during the day, in the evenings you’ll have time to do some awsome fly
fishing, hiking or just enjoying nature by the campfire. Classes are limited to 10
students. Group discounts are available for groups of 4 or more. Call for details.

Accommodations and location:
You will stay in our deluxe Kit Carson Basecamp
2 1/2 hours’ drive from Missoula Montana.

School Prices and Dates
Dates

Price per Student

July and August

$1,500

Click here to watch our video “Elk Hunting School”
Call or email for more info and Reservations.
(406) 821-3115
www.stormcreekoutfitters.com

